Operating Instructions
FM Radio Alarm Clock with Weather Report
Model: DG-FR100
9

POWERING ON

RADIO SETTING

Open the battery compartment cover and insert 3xAA batteries according to the correct polarity showed in
the compartment or connect by the USB cable included.

FM Radio

TIME SETTING

Press ‘RADIO ON/OFF’ button to turn the radio on. Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button for seconds, it will start to
search frequency automatically. When a signal is found, it will stop searching and broadcast. Press ‘VOL-‘
or ‘VOL+’ to adjust the volume. Press ‘RADIO ON/OFF’ once to turn off the radio and turn back to normal
time displaying mode.

At normal time displaying mode, hold pressing ‘SET’ button for seconds till entering time setting mode, and
the setting digit will flash. Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button to adjust. Hold ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button for seconds,
the flashing digit will move faster. The setting order is hour minute 12/24 hr year month date
language of day exit. Press ‘SET’ button again to confirm the setting. If there is no more operation in 1
minute, it will save the existing setting and turn to normal displaying mode.

ALARM & SNOOZE SETTING
Clock Wake Up
At normal time displaying mode, press ‘MODE’ button once to enter alarm mode. Hold pressing ‘SET’
button for seconds till entering alarm setting mode, and the setting digit will flash. Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’
button to adjust. Hold pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button for seconds, the flashing digit will move faster. Press
‘SET’ button again to confirm the setting. Press ‘UP’ button to turn on or off the alarm function, and if the
alarm is on, there is a signal of
on the screen. If there is no more operation in 1 minute, it will save the
existing setting and turn to normal displaying mode.
SNOOZE FUNCTION
Press ‘SNOOZE•LIGHT’ button to turn off the alarm sound when it is on. The signal of
is showing on
the screen. The alarm will be on again after 5 minutes. Press any other button to turn off the snooze function.
Or press any other button except ‘SNOOZE•LIGHT’ button to turn off the alarm sound when it is on, and
the alarm will be on again after 24 hours.
Radio Wake Up

BUTTON
1. DOWN
2. UP
3. SET
4. MODE
5. VOL-

6. VOL+
7. RADIO ON/OFF
8. SNOOZE•LIGHT
9. BATTERY COVER

FEATURES
* FM ( 87.0 Mhz-108.0 Mhz) Radio
* Radio sleep
* Weather forecast
* Indoor temperature and humidity
* Time display in 12 or 24H format
* Dual-alarm (clock wake up and radio wake up) and snooze
* 8 languages weekday display: English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Denmark and Russian
* Built-in calendar
* Low power indicator
* Operated with 3 x AA batteries (not included) or USB cable (included)

At normal time displaying mode, press ‘MODE’ button twice to enter the mode of radio wake up. Hold
pressing ‘SET’ button for seconds till entering ‘radio wake up’ setting mode, and the setting digit will flash.
Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button to adjust. Holding pressing ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ for seconds, the flashing digit will
move faster. Press ‘UP’ button to turn on the radio wake up function, and there is a signal of
on the
screen. If there is no more operation in 1 minute, it will save the existing setting and turn to normal
displaying mode or press ‘SET’ button again to confirm the setting.
When the alarm time is on, the radio will be turned on at the setting frequency. (The setting frequency refers
to radio setting.)

LANGUAGE OF WEEKDAY
The setting order is English

German

French

Spanish

Italian

Dutch

Denmark

Country

English

German

French

Spanish

Italian

Dutch

Danish

Russian

Abbreviation

EN

GE

FR

ES

IT

NE

DA

RU

Sunday

SU

SO

DI

DO

DO

ZO

SO

BC

Monday

MO

MO

LU

LU

LU

MA

MA

ПH

Tuesday

TU

DI

MA

MA

MA

DI

TI

BT

Wednesday

WE

MI

ME

MI

ME

WO

ON

ср

Thursday

TH

DO

JE

JU

GI

DO

TO

ЧT

Friday

FR

FR

VE

VI

VE

VR

FR

пT

Saturday

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

ZA

LO

cб

Russian

Weather Forecast
The weather forecast will display in one of the following four combinations:

Radio memo
At your favorite frequency, press ‘SET’ button once and press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button to choose the memo
number which you want to record. Press ‘SET’ to confirm. It can record 30 memos in total. When turn on
radio mode next, press ‘SET’ button once, then press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’ button to choose the memo number
which recorded before. your recorded favorite frequency directly in memo and the line under the
corresponding memo will be flashing. When the power is off, the memo will be lost.
Radio Sleep
When playing radio, hold pressing ‘SNOOZE•LIGHT’ button to enter into sleep mode. Press ‘UP’ or ‘DOWN’
button to choose the sleep time. The setting order is 00 5 10 15 … 90
00. If the radio sleep
mode is on, there is a signal of
on the screen. When choose ‘00’, the radio sleep function is off.
When the alarm time is on, the radio sound will be turned on at the volume of level 2. It will be gradually
increased at volume 2 in each 10 seconds. When the volume level reaches 12, it will stop increasing.
Radio wake up
First, choose your favourite frequency for waking you up. Hold pressing ‘MODE’ button till the frequency
and the signal of
is flashing. Press ‘MODE’ button again to confirm the setting. When the alarm time
is on, the selected frequency will be broadcasting.

THERMOMETER, HYGROMETER & WEATHER STATION
The temperature and the humidity are measured in every minute.
Range
Temperature: 0℃ ~ 50℃ -- If the temperature is out of range, the temperature will display LL.L℃/℉(lower)
or HH.H℃/℉(higher).
Humidity: 20% ~ 90% -- If the temperature is out of range, the humidity will display LL %( lower) or HH %
( higher).
Comfortable Level Indication
dry : when the humidity is less than 40%, it will display. (at any temperature)
comfortable : at the temperature range of 20℃ to 25℃ and the humidity range is between 40% to 70%,
it will display.
wet : when the humidity is higher than 70%, it will display. (at any temperature)
If the temperature is not in the range of 20℃ to 25℃ and the humidity range is between 40% to 70%, it will
not display any symbol.

PRECAUTIONS
Do not clean any part of the product with benzene, thinner or other solvent chemicals. When
necessary, clean it with a soft cloth.
Never immerse the product in water. This will damage the product.
Do not subject the product to extreme force, shock, or fluctuations in temperature or humidity.
Do not tamper with the internal components.
Do not mix new and old batteries or batteries of different types.
Do not mix alkaline, standard or rechargeable batteries with this product.
Remove the batteries if storing this product for a long period of time.
Do not dispose of this product as unsorted municipal waste. Collection of such waste separately for
special treatment is necessary.

